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2021-03-15 CTWG Meeting Notes
Meeting Date

15 Mar 2021 

Attendees

Drummond Reed
Daniel Hardman
Dan Gisolfi
Scott Whitmire
RJ Reiser
Michael Herman
Foteinos Mergroupis-Anagnou (GRNET) (at the end of the meeting due to Daylight Savings Time issues

Main Goal of this Meeting:

To review and ideally approve the proposal  has put forth for  and the "ToIP Term" (TT) tool.Daniel Hardman a complete specification for CTWG tooling

Agenda 

Time Item Lead Notes

5 min Start recording
Welcome & Antitrust Policy Notice
Introduction of new members
Agenda review

Chairs

40 mins Review and discussion of PR #45 as a complete spec for CTWG tooling Daniel Hardman See CTWG PR #45

10 mins Discussion of next steps All

5 mins Review of Decisions and Action Items &
planning for next meeting

Chairs

Recording

Link

Presentation(s)

 from   Early CTWG presentation on Tools and Requirements Daniel Hardman

Documents

PR #45 from Daniel Hardman for a complete specification for CTWG tooling

Notes

New members
Michael Herman introduced himself, his company Hyperonomy, and his Digital Identity Lab project

Review and discussion of  as a complete spec for CTWG tooling — PR #45 Daniel Hardman
The first portion of the meeting focused on  's question as he had to go at the end of the hourDan Gisolfi
Dan's main questions were around the export process as articulated  on Daniel's PR.in this issue he posted
Dan's goal was to make sure that a glossary that can be rendered using MkDocs or SpecUp.

clarified that he conceived of the export-def process as producing just a subset of the corpus as filtered by the export Daniel Hardman
definition. He proposed that the formatting of the output become an input to another process (the Unix "piping" model) that formats the 
data for direct ingestion by a rendering tool.

DECISION: There was consensus to follow the Unix piping model for piping exported data to another process to format it for 
ingestion into rendering.

We continued the discussion of Daniel's  by talking about the internal data model. We reviewed the proposed   PR #45 internal data model
and the  to discuss whether they covered all of what we needed AND they do not go too deep.exported data model

 brought up the question of language-independence. Daniel explained that language-independence can be achieved by Michael Herman
defining a concept and then providing terms and definitions in different languages that map to the same concept.

We discussed concept mapping with the example of a visual thesaurus, e.g., https://www.visualthesaurus.com/
We agreed with the idea that we need to be able to express certain types of cross-relationships between terms
Michael shared  of the glossary work he has been doing. Also . And this diagram this example of the tool he is using (ArchiMate) t

. See .his example of a glossary entry in XML this page of his website
Daniel clarified the relative depth we are trying to achieve with the CTWG work and his proposed —it ToIP Term (TT) tool
aspires to some of the power of  for glossary modeling but will realistically have just a fraction of the functionality.Archimate

Discussion of next steps
See the list of Action Items below

https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~drummondreed
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielhardman
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~vinomaster
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~swhitmire
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~rjreiser2000
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~mwherman2000
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielhardman
https://github.com/trustoverip/concepts-and-terminology-wg/pull/45
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielhardman
https://github.com/trustoverip/concepts-and-terminology-wg/pull/45
https://zoom.us/rec/share/hs-avCUkQOP7dC9IH1uyXxYzIAZLr5mNjYQFjQ_Xxc6wmOP56lZOwBcof8J8udNS.an2u9jtB-BmJJdAR
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CzJ5G6qTQ06rohPHGUj9887XtB19EK-FUMhWlmgRvy8/edit?usp=sharing
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielhardman
https://github.com/trustoverip/concepts-and-terminology-wg/pull/45
https://hyperonomy.com/2021/03/10/tdw-glossary-management-platform-gmp-initial-results/
https://github.com/trustoverip/concepts-and-terminology-wg/pull/45
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielhardman
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~vinomaster
https://github.com/dhh1128/ctwg/issues/3
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielhardman
https://github.com/trustoverip/concepts-and-terminology-wg/pull/45
https://github.com/dhh1128/ctwg/blob/master/docs/internal-data-model.md
https://github.com/dhh1128/ctwg/blob/master/docs/exported-data-model.md
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~mwherman2000
https://www.visualthesaurus.com/
https://hyperonomy.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/tdw-glossary-all-levels-1.png
https://hyperonomy.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/tdw-glossary-management-platform-0.1.png
https://github.com/mwherman2000/tdw-glossary-1/blob/e4b96a0a21dd352f67b6bd93fdac66a1599ed35f/model/motivation/Principle_id-72c83ae5b01346b7892e6d2a076e787f.xml
https://github.com/mwherman2000/tdw-glossary-1/blob/e4b96a0a21dd352f67b6bd93fdac66a1599ed35f/model/motivation/Principle_id-72c83ae5b01346b7892e6d2a076e787f.xml
https://hyperonomy.com/2021/03/10/tdw-glossary-management-platform-gmp-initial-results/
https://github.com/dhh1128/ctwg/blob/master/toipterm/spec.md
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ArchiMate
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Review of Decisions and Action Items & planning for next meeting
We need to consider a few additional requirements for the spec as defined by PR #45

felt that we could be ready in another two weeks to close on the spec so that we could proceed with a bountyDaniel Hardman

Decisions

We will   to pipe exported data from the TT Tool into to another process to format it for ingestion into rendering.follow the Unix piping model

Action Items

All: read  and post feedback about it or issues against itPR #45

 Update spec for the TT tool to support piping into another process to format for rendering as proposed by Daniel Hardman Dan Gisolfi

Reconcile his PR against  's PR to see if all the issues are going to be addressedDaniel Hardman Dan Gisolfi

if possible, do a comparison of   against what features of ArchiMate might be most desirableMichael Herman PR #45

 to review to the RJ Reiser ingestible data model

 to post notes and request additional feedback on the spec during our next 2-week cycleDrummond Reed

 to provide a heads-up to the ToIP Steering Committee of a  budget request of between $5K and $20K for the TT toolDrummond Reed potential

https://github.com/trustoverip/concepts-and-terminology-wg/pull/45
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielhardman
https://github.com/trustoverip/concepts-and-terminology-wg/pull/45
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielhardman
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~vinomaster
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielhardman
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~vinomaster
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~mwherman2000
https://github.com/trustoverip/concepts-and-terminology-wg/pull/45
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~rjreiser2000
https://github.com/dhh1128/ctwg/blob/master/docs/ingestable-data-model.md
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~drummondreed
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~drummondreed
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